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MARK COLVIN: Victoria's balance-of-power MP Geoff Shaw has been cleared, by a slim 
margin, of contempt of Parliament. He'd been investigated over alleged misuse of his 
parliamentary car.

The former Liberal-turned-Independent came out swinging on the news. He said he'd ask police

to investigate repeated leaks to the media from the powerful Privileges Committee which 

investigated him.

It means Geoff Shaw can stay as an MP, at least until the next state election in November.

Alison Caldwell reports from Melbourne.

ALISON CALDWELL: After an 18 month investigation by Victoria's powerful Privileges 

Committee, balance-of-power MP Geoff Shaw has been cleared of contempt of Parliament over 

the misuse of his parliamentary entitlements.

But he was found guilty of contravening the MPs code of conduct and will be asked to repay 

nearly $7,000 on top of the $1,200 he's already paid.

Asked to respond to the report which was tabled in Parliament today, Geoff Shaw slammed the 

committee and its members.

GEOFF SHAW: Well it's pathetic, I mean the police have gone through it, the courts have gone 

through it, I've come out clean, and these nuff nuffs in there think they can just sit there and 

waste public moneys.

ALISON CALDWELL: The Member for Frankston says the investigation was tainted by leaks to 

the media and he'll ask the police to investigate. Each of the nine members of the Privileges 

Committee signed a statutory declaration saying they didn't leak any material.
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GEOFF SHAW: I do want to put in a complaint. I mean, would you... I mean I've been put 

through the mill and found to be innocent - found to be innocent. All this is an administrative 

breach. It's not a criminal breach.

One of these people here, especially from the Coalition if the media reports are right, there's five

members of the Coalition that are on there, four of them are ministers, so there's an 80 per cent 

chance that one of the leaks was a government minister. I think that's quite extraordinary.

The Government are moral cowards and the Opposition are morally corrupt.

ALISON CALDWELL: The Privileges Committee investigated claims Mr Shaw used his 

parliamentary car and fuel card to run deliveries for his personal hardware business.

The committee is made up of five government MPs and four Labor MPs.

While they found Mr Shaw did misuse his entitlements they couldn't establish that the misuse 

was wilful.

EXCERPT FROM PRIVILEGES COMMITTEE STATEMENT: The committee is unable to be satisfied 

to the requisite standard that Mr Shaw was wilful in contravening the code of conduct. Therefore

Mr Shaw is not in contempt of Parliament.

ALISON CALDWELL: The decision was split along party lines, with Labor's four MPs finding Mr 

Shaw was in contempt. The committee chair had to vote with the Coalition MPs to break the 

deadlock.

If he'd been found guilty of contempt, Geoff Shaw could have been suspended, leaving the 

numbers in Parliament deadlocked.

But now the Napthine Government is one vote clear of the Labor opposition.

Labor's James Merlino has criticised the whole process.

JAMES MERLINO: This committee report is all about protecting the former Liberal Member of 

Parliament, the Member for Frankston. This committee is completely dominated by the Liberal 

and National Ministers, protecting a former Liberal who is the only reason why desperate Denis 

Napthine remains Premier.

DENIS NAPTHINE: This is probably one of the most complex issues ever brought before a 

Privileges Committee of the Victorian Parliament let alone any other state or territory 

jurisdiction.
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ALISON CALDWELL: Premier Denis Napthine refused to be drawn on the findings but urged 

Geoff Shaw to repay the money as soon as possible.

DENIS NAPTHINE: I would certainly strongly advise Mr Shaw that if the Parliament moves a 

motion that he has to pay this penalty that he pays it. In fact he may be well advised to pay it 

now.

ALISON CALDWELL: The Privileges Committee also recommended the establishment of an 

Independent Parliamentary Commissioner for Standards in Victoria.

Premier Napthine says the Government will consider the suggestion.

DENIS NAPTHINE: That is a significant recommendation. We'll certainly have a look at that, the 

Parliament itself will have a look at that, we might need to look at whether there are precedents 

for that in other Westminster systems across the world.

ALISON CALDWELL: To the extent that it can rely on Geoff Shaw, the finding gives the Napthine 

Government some clear air to set the agenda in Parliament six months out from the next state 

election.

MARK COLVIN: Alison Caldwell.
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